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No. 77-1831, government's brief BW 2/8/78 

This is off the top of the head as I read the brief, It will jump around as I get 
ideas and record them rather than risk forgetting them. 

I presume "Questions Presented" is restricted to in this government brief and does 
not mean quesstions presented to the appeals court by the entire matter. I think there 
are some questions of a different nature we have to present. 

Can a district judge guarantee a plaintiff a full hearing and then, without letting 
plaintiff know otherwise, both deny any hearing and cut discovery off without even 
giving the plaintiff an opportunity to present his ase for the need of discovery? 

Can a district court refer an FOIA case to a nagistrate, where there is no record 
made and where the FOIA defendant refuses to respond to interrogatories ,axrzuakaxany 
oxhuyxkindzatxvecantztorzkhuziisheterxenuyextuzeouskdeyxz where the plaintiff is not 
provided an opportunity to present evidence, and the district court then hold that the 
government's burden of proof has been met without the plaintiff being provided an 
opportunity to present evidence that the burden of proof has not been met? 

Can the disctrict court, having stated that the government is not responsive in 
such cases and does nothing at all until suit is filed, then merely assume good faith 
when conclusory affidavits are all that is before it from the government? 

  

Can the district court assume good faith in the presence of evidence of only bad 
faith with this plaint#ff's FOIA request and with the uncontest record made by plaintiff 
with regard to all previously-withheld Warren Commission executive session transcripts 
being that in no instance did an exemption apply when it was claimed = that fraudulent 
misrepresentation was the standard government practise and that the avoidance of 
official embarrassment was the only apparent reason for the denial of these transcripts? 

Can the district court hold that the release of the information requested could 
constitute a "disclosure" when the government has not even claimed that the withheld 
records contain information that is not already public? 

Disclose, Scribner-Bantam dictionary, p.2563'To disclose is to remover the cover 
from, so as to expose what has hitherto been out of sight, as when the oyster was 
opened. oeeto make known or show that which had been unknown or concealede.e" 

  

oh this I'll also provide the blurbs and every mention of Nosenko in the Bantam 
edition of KGB, 

Their 3, p. 1% the issue is not alone "Whether the district court properly refused 
appellant's request to tape record depositions..." We were denied any dgspitions, any 
testimony, in violation of the mandate or order of the court of appeals in No. 75=2021 
that on such questions Wigmore's engine RunXpEampkigx be permitted to run expeditiously. 

I don§t know what they mean by a "non-dispositive" issue, which is what this is 
limited to. I know that there is no testimony before the court and that I was not 
given the records necessary to determine whether or not the information sought was 
secretm I was not given the oppostunity to establish by testimony that it was not 
and I was not given the opportunity to rebut or cross-examine the government's 
claims, regardless of which not always consistent and changing claims are addressed. 

P. 2: I am more qualified than they represent. In additon to having written more than 
"seve ral" books on the JFK assassination I have written and published the only book on 
these executive session transcripts. In addition, according to t-e Department of Justice, 
1 imow more about the subject matter and its official investigation than anyone in the FBI. 
I therefore qualify as the pre-eminent and most credible suoject expert, 

P,3- theyr 1. the May 19 transcript does much more than "deals solely with the possible 
discharge of two Commission employees as a result of allegations about their personal Rives. °



      

(Emphasis addede ) 

It ie well and publicly know that the "possible discharge" was because of their 

political beliefs, as supposedly liberal Romocrats. The charges against them were 

initiated by extremists Aff some of whom are overt racistse 

+4 4s also publicly know that Commissioner Yerald Ford made the chargese 

it is publicly known that the Commission refused to do Commissioner Ford's bidding 

and refused. to discharge the two men whose names are known. One is the dean of a 

lax school, Norman Redlich, 7A the other one of the most prominent lawyers in the 

cauntry, “oseph A. Balle 

Tt is now known, as it was not known at district court level, that Commissioner 

Ford was the spy and agent of the late J. Edgar Moover, spying on his fellow | 

Commissioners for the father of Vointelpro and joining with the late J. Edgar Hoover 

in opposing the desires for the Commission of its chairman, then also the 

Chief Justice of the United States. 

it is now known, as it was not known at district court level, that the late ‘. 

Edgar Hoover was 30 contemptuous of his agent, Commissioner Ford, that he 

described him in a record made public by the FBI on Jenuary 18,1978, as a 

"toade" 

It is now mown, as it was not known when this matter was pefore the district 

court, that although the transéript od the Commission's executive session of January 

22,1964 wx was denied to this plaintiff, who was told it did not exist by this 

defendant, in tract aAgsak VBI Agsuk Informer !ord did enable the late J. Edgar ioover to 

have a transcript of that executive session and to make the late J. Rdgar “cover 

privy to such gouments about him by the other Commissionecs that they decided to 

“destory" that record. 

Zaux Phe actual situation with regard to the transcript of May 19,1964 is not 

that it deals with two eminences of the law (not at 1. allegedly in any manner that 

is revelatory about or hurtful to them). The actuality is that it can be embasrassing 

to Hr. Hoover's Judas among the Coxuniseioners, one of their fellows who was a 

spy in their midst and who was informed of #11 their secret. 

2. states or claims no more than that the 10 pages of the 1/21 transcript "deal 

with diplomatic techniques for obtaining information from a particular foreign government 

and the various; sources and methods which the Central intelligence agency could use to 

verify the information so obtained." 

This does not claim that the "techniques" are in any way secret, in any way not 

known to all other countries which are faced with the same problem regularly. The 

Act imeunizies secrets not public knowledge. 

L believe also that this is a new representation of the alleged reason for withholdings 

The earlier reason is that it deal with defectors. This argunent or clain foliows my 

asking this defendant q question: have the names of the defectors mentioned and their 

stories been disclosed publicly, including by the CIA? I await a response to that letter 

efter: many monthse 
Since then the FBI has disclosed much information about a humber of defectors, too~ 

qL the absence of any response from the “ational Archives i+ would appear to be a 

reasonable presumption that in the 10 pages of this January 21 transcript the subject 

is those defectors whose names are public. 

Besides, there is no guch thing as a secret defector. The secrets are frou the 

Ame:ican people only. 

This is argued further in the la-% sentence of the second paragrpah on page 5 as 

"the CIA states that releashng the transcripts would jeopardize intelligence sourrces 

and methods. ‘with regard to Nosenko tis is impossible because the Russian know all he 

could know about sim Lee 4arvey Oswald. It likewise is impossible as it is argued in 3. 

on page 3%



      

“The transcript of June 23,1964 deals with the kind of information obtainable 
from a particular CIA source,aSoviet /efector who had been sentenced to death in 
absentia by the Russian courts and whe still consults with the CIA on intelligence 
matters" 

The jurisdiction of the Warren Commission was limitea entirely to the assassination 
of Prasident ennedy and information about Lee Marvey Oswald. 

This varticular defector of Igor Nosenko, whose name the Archives sought to withhold 
as a matter of urgent"national security" years after Nosenko on his own went public in 
a book to the liking of the CIAnand FBI, KGB, by John “arron. 

Nosenko was not only # "a particular CIA source." 4e was a source for the FBI and 
many pages of FBI reports on this are readily available at the National Arclives. 

He was a Yoha Parron source. 

He, is a current source for another who writes what the intelligence agencies like, 

The FBI vecords are unequivocal: Nosenko’s knowledge of Lee “arvey Vswald is entirely 
limited to his having read the KGB's records on Oswald. He had no personal knowledge, never 
saw or spoke to Yswald and spoke freely on this to the FBI, whose records are available, 
and to “ar-on, who wrote what the F8I records report years az0e 

The CIA's real problem with Nosenko is identically the same as that of the 
Warren Commission: Nosenko said, when his life depended on his truthfulness, that the 
KGB regarded Lee Harvey Osvald as "an American sleeper agent." Foreign intelligence being 
the domain of the CIA, the real problem Nosenko presents is of embarrassment to the CIA. 

To tell this court that making the nonwsecret content of this transcript available 
would endanger Nosenko's life is to fou with t'is court. Nosenko welked into Yohn Barron's 
office and even told “arron how to get in touch with him. 

Moreover, as Barron states in his book, most of his information is directly or ine 
direc ly from such defectors. They are all given new identities by the CIA and can be 
reached only on their own volition or through the cooperation of the CLA. Barron states 
that he was able to interview meny of these people and to ask then questions and to print 
their responses, all impossible if the FBI or CIA had not wanted this to happen. km 

The difference is that the agencies knew Barron would write flatteringly of then and 
that I would ncte 

The blurbing, Barron's own statement of his sources, incidding these defectors and 
Nosenko in particular and all mentions of Hosenko in his book KGB are attached as covied 
fron the Bantam reprint of the Readers Digest: booke 

Were none of this and more like it not the case it remains that the language used 
in 3. is not the language of and does not meat the requirements of the FOTA, 

What the transcript "deuls} with" is irrelevant unless the content is im«ne under 
the Act. If it does not disclose certain certains that are otherwise unknown it is not 
immune. There is no representation by the appellees that there is a single secret in the 
transcripts in question. 

This is also true of "the kind of inforsation obtainable," hippodrimed here by 
the fayx misleading description of "from a partievlar CIA source. 

"The kind of information obtainable" from Nosenko is anything but secret from the KGB, 

Because his knowledge of Uswald is entirely limited to his reading of pone KGB 
records it has nothing at all to do with and can havi nothing at all to do with the clain 
that it "would help the Soviet Union validate its assessment of the damage which his



      

defection had done to its intelligence network." 

The damage to the Soviet inteiligence network from defection is the subject of the 

long Berron book. That in and of itself is no secret, as it would have remaived secret 

it’ the CIA and FBI had wanted it to remain secret. 

But tone of this can be relevant in this instant case, where Nosenko's brief testi- 

mony was pe force limited to what he had read of Lee Harvey “swald, not a KGB network. 

Two other points, ars here relevant. They are also relevant to what appears to 

be a deliverate mislead@ot the courts by the CIA and the defendants, poth of who know 

better 

te is agi omatic that when there is a defection the intelligence agency whose agent 

defects has no choice at all - it assumes that al. the defector knows is thereafter 

kmown to the intelligence agencies of the country to which the defector goese 

Unless "the kind of information sxakkahie obtainable from "the unnaned Nosekiso 

is within an exemption it is not exompt under the Act. There is this vacuuous generaity 

but theye is no first-person statement that the information in the Nosenko transcript 

is either secret or properly exempt becevse of its content. 

That there is ai imaunity to what Nosenko told the YarrenCommssion more thanx 

decade ago x# obtains today is ludicrous - and it is not within an exemption. Not 

exemption is allocated to this bad joke. But I am the hired consultant of the 

Department of Justice in a case in which I am the plaintiff and it is the defendante 

fbis is the doing of the Department of Justice, over ay objection. That I “consult” 

does not deny me the knoledge I impart to the Department nor am I under any restrictions 

about that consultancye 

Whether or not Nosenko still consults with the CiA is immaterial to kk the 

content of the June 23, 1864 transcript in question. 

Noreover, this -1g an entirely new claiz, one with which we weve not confronted at 

district covr level (to the best of my recollection) 

ALL of this relates to question of fact, not to legal argument if not legal 

Rube Goldbergisus. That there is this coneatination of evasions of both the language and 

the spirit of the Act at this time and place proves that there has to have been the taking 

of testimony, the oppostunity to corss-examine and rebut, the answering of depositions 

and responses to discovery so that all courts could heave an adequate record based on 

which there can be prover consideration of all the issues, whether or not they are germane 

an? whether htey are even truthful, as we believe beyond question they are note 

But it is monstrous to suggest that permiting the non-secret nature of Nosenko's 

knowledge of the KGB's files on Oswald to become xnown to the American people "could 

jeopardize his aafety" when di.closing tis and other defectors ubereabouts +9 nortiaen 

conmmercislizers extraordinvily well paid by a partisan wealthy corporation does not 

jeopardize Riuxsa®azy them or tneir alieged"sonsultaacies"” with the CIA. 

My purposes here are to let the courts know they have been imposed upon egain by the 

spooks and to show the ridiculousness of their representations and that these false 

representations, whether or not relevant, are possible only in the absence of testimony 

by live witnesses who have knowledges 

What we are faced with is a new effor to rewrite the Act and I think you should 

present that case and argue it with vigor. I think you can ges the agceals cort to do a 

Gesell job on these finkse 

to this point a fe» things i forgote 

On page 2 they refer to the auidlines. The guidlines predate the la. and are no 

substitute for it nnless they waise the provisions of the Acte



      

Tf I aid not say it Lf think that 2. on pe 3 is not the claim they wade at district 

level out i candt be sure. +t is new meterial at this level? 

Taereis no claim that the content of 6/23 is hot available from other public soruces, 

if I did jot say thate 

nis still adds up to that the exemptions are claimed to withhold what can,t be 

withheld and that we were denied the opoosrtunity of establishing thise 

P.4, Il Te Administrative Proceedings. 

While the complaint, for its own purposess limits to the representstion that I filed 

the FOIA request leading to this case on 3/12/75, actually it is years old. And earlier 

denial is abows 189 in WIV and there were earlier requests, going back about a decades 

I think it would be goud to get vefore this court. that they have been stonealling all 

those years and that rather thean there being voluntary disclosures those that there have 

peen were under FOTA compulsion. Also that in each and every case once we obtainvd the 

withheld transcripts is was obvious that no exemption could be claimed and that none 

was relevant. In all cases the withholding was to hide and avoid official embarrassnent. 

Even when they later disclosed the withhled names in those transcripts here referred to 

there was no chance of eubarrassment to those names, 48 with Warren “ineye Rather was there 

the possibility of embarrassment to Houser and his inside informer, Vomoissioner Bord. (i 

reco-mend against calling his resident. You may went to yefer to hin as Minority Leader 

a the House.) 

The use of the word. ‘najority” to deseribe the traaucripts released. (Was this not 

on appeal, not stated in this orief?) In pages they vere not a "majoritye™ 

The business of the 5/19 and “clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" 

is repeated. 1 think you should clobber them on this and say trat Ford, not these men on 

whou hundreds of pages of tne nost def: matory and libelous material was available, was 

being protected. Non I'm sorry we don t have that "nigger lover" in. Can you still do Lt? 

Now that Ford is identifies as Hoover's stoolie within the Commission this is safer. Lay 

it out and one 

Does the Act provide for withhiiding "in the interest of national defense and 

foreign policy?" I think there is no provision for such » bureaucratic interpretations 

+ has to endager them, not be what some hack choses to call "“Snterest." This “interest” 

’ jazz was spcificaliy ruled out in the legislative history of the 1966 act and there 

was descrioed as a catch-all devise vor wholesale withholding of what could not be withheld. 

If it were true that in fact thse are "4 ntre-agency memoranda," which they are 
’ a 

notethey were wivhheld even frou the staff, av it states twice in those 1 have, is this 

not waived by the release ol the other transcripts, “hich are icentinal in character? 

Tf this is right seybe this was before we apreaied. de says ‘administrative review," 

not an eal, and that ve asked for ite I seem to recall that this wa: their idea, not ringe 

(Bottom 4). 

Gop pe 5: the Cla, whic: hac held 1/21 and 6/25 were top secret sudaenly decides that 

they were not top secret but confidential. Why believe them when their prlor evaluacion 

was so unjustified by their own representation from the coungradinge 

This gets to how can they ex poste facto classify whet was not classified at all by 

any legal authority at the time of ay r-quest? “pis has been ruled on, by Gesell, and was 

not apsealed. The recliaasification of these foliowesd that decision. Actualtys because the 

original clas:ification was without authority, it means they were not classified at all 

wmtil after I maie the req uest that led to the coudplaint, about S years after my initial 

requeste 

At the bottom of pe 5 taney infer that there is a real question of "sources and methods."



    

But their language is so evasive, so indirect, I really believe they have come to fear 

being Gesselled: "The CIA expressed concern for its ‘sources and methods.'" Their 
expression of concern is inadequate. There has to be a real danger to secrst "sources 
and methods," in the sense of disclosing secret, making known what is totally unimowne 

and not to the man in the street but to foreign intelligenfe services. 

That test has not been met. That danger has never once been claimed. 

In this sense they misrepresent 50 U.S.C. 403 (a)(3). 

III Te District Court Proceedings, p.6 

Says we received "responses to three lengthy sets of interrogatories." This does not 
say that they refused to respond to so many of the questions. 

liniting us to interrohatories, even if they had been answered, limited us to the 

acceptance of evasive or even false responses. ++ denied us the means of establishing 

truth wz afforded by cross~examination. 

The quotation from the decision on 5/19 does not address whether the Commission made 
the results of its discussion public. yt did. The decision was against “yr, Goover's 

inside man on the Commission. The announcement said the vote was unanimous, so there is 

no question of protecting the orivacy of any Commission member who might under the 

chreumstances have voted the way rasists demanded. 

The charges are public in greater and more libelous detail than they could possibly 

be in so much smaller a number of words, especially when the words were uttered by those 

of the statute of Yommissioners rather than those who ssout "nigger lover." The decision 
is public. The deliberation is thus also public. What is withheld is what could embarrass 
iy, Hoover's informant. 

Werethis not true, were it true that xhaxexesukdxkhexan disclosure could "impinge mpem 

on and compromise the deliberative process," exactly the same issue is presented in a&nother 
transcript asked for in the same request, that at which the Commission "deliberated" 
the selection of its chief counsel. This transcript was released, at first with names 

expunged. During the course of this matter those names vere also released. Recanse it 
is all within a single request it would appear that the earlier releases constitute a 

waiver.of wnich the government did not inform 2 court in asking for in camera inspection. 

Moreover, the Department of Justice, subsequent to the begloniug of this suit, did 
release nasty perscenal slurg on those who had been considered for chief counsel together 

with an account of "the deliberative process." These are in the releases af that 
gan after the district court added. The frist was on December 7,1977> 

The only differenceis that this information came to light by the “enber=spy giving 

an account to the FBI, Jf at any point there was a danger to the fresdom of the “delie 

berative process" it came from the power and the willingess of the Dirsector of the FBI to 
use his pover, not from present disclosure of what 1s already public in the same content 
put in different words. 

P, 7- was not Phillini overturned? And the cour acted on the basis of the affidavits 

without giving us the opvortunity to show that they, like so many before them ,wore false. 

The allegation of the impossible under oath does not make it possible and does not meet 

the burden of proof, despite the immunity that to now has been vested in official false 

swearlnge . 
I'd go into Yesell's denunciation now that they have sormaixka used the overturned 

Phillipbi wit success. ,t was procured on false representations. 

This really gets to what we were foreclosed from addressing, fact and reality. In 
the absence of cross examination and with the foreclosure of discovery the court was left 

wit what is at best an inadequete record and 1 believe it is fair to described as a 

deceptive if not a false record. 

Statutes involved foilow.



      

The first statute quoted is BOIA. They quote a lot before they get to (1)(&) 
"Specifically authorized under criteria establishod by an executive order to be kept 
secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly 
classified pursuant to such esecutive order3" 

With the latter we have already established that as of the time of the recuest no 

transcript hed been properly classified. 

This leaves the national-defense and foreign-policy part only. 

There is no showing of how these could be applicable, ax exeept from affidavits that 
are simply untruthful, affidavits we were not able to challenge by testimony, by cross 

examination, affidavits that are proven false by the foregoing about Nosenko, for example. 

The claim to (3) can be addressed in plain English rather than the contortions of 
gove-nment lawyers. For it to have been "specifically exempt by statute" it has to mect 
the standards of (A) of (B) A is limited to "in such a manner as to leave no discretion 
on the issue." The release of the other traa cripts for which these same claims were 
made establishes that at the least there is discretione 5o dces the release of the names 
of defectors and the names of informants and the methods of inquiry, investigation or 
and intelligence gathering end storing. And distribution. $B) also has several parts, 

no omissions,"establishes particular criteria for withholding" is the first and “or refers 

to particular types of matters to be withheld." 

There is no possibility that wey can honestly or even reasonably claim that they 

have shoved that the transcripts or the contents of the transcripts are withheld under 

a statute that “establishes sovetentar criteria for withholding." They have not alleged it. 

But if they did they have waived by releasing the other taranceripts relating to the 

same subject ant information of the same nuturee Even Ford's book deals with the subject 

commercially. 

There is no showing that there is ea statute that “refers to particular types of 
matters to de withheld." (And of course they hsve release on Nosenko, Petrulli, Websert, 

etce, all of which ave public, with others.) 
Particular, Seribner-Bantan dictionary:"distinct from others ;individual; unusual; 

exact; precisesexacting, fastidious; individual case or instance." I've omitted the numbers 

pefore each definition. 
Unless the Congress neant the standard or test of "varticular” it would not have used 

the word. Without the word there can be a general and nonespecifie interpretation. But 

with the word there is a test to be made. In the case of protection of sources or metheds 

there has to he a specific showing of how disclosure can meet the requirement of “artie 

cular." Otherwise the CIA could withhold its zip code under the clain to protection of 

sources and methods under (3). 

(5) 1 think that & hexzk netting of poople whose words are recorded is not either an 

dater-ageney or an intra-agency memorandum. It certainly is neither a memorandum or letter, 

the two definitions of the provision. “esides, if I aa not wrong, this has already been 

decided by the courts with transcriptse Was it Robinson? Ave they apsealiny they own victory? 

"(6) Personal and medical files and similar files" is the first parte The second is 
"the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly umvwarranted invasion of personal vri= 
vacy." Of course overriding all of this is the Sell statement of policy of last yesr, 
to disclose and risk being sued for disclosure. That just about negates this exemption 
except in exeeptional cases. 

This is not a file with regard to 5/19, so to begin with it is not exempt.There 
is next the word they always aveid or misinterpret, disclosure, which i think has to be 

addressed in terms of its meaning, to make known what was not knowie 

Were there a disclosures, Han it be unwarranted in terms of the AG's guidlines or 
in fact when each part is known, the names of the men, the allegations agaiast them, who 

was responsible, that the Commission discussed it, that all opposed Ford, and that Ford in 

the end did not vote for his own proposal, a racist, EcCarthylite proposal.



There is no secrecy about the deliberates, if that is an issue. The facet, the content 

and who voted how is al? known. There remains no privacy for the men involved in the content 
of this transcript. There remains none for Ford, if that is what they may claim. But if 

they do the seme DJ has disclosed, in the real sense, what was not know, that he was a 

stool-pidgeon, a traitor to his fellow dom-issioners. Judas Ford. 

Their statutory claim to protection of sources and methods has the controlling 
language, were it at all applicable, of "from unauthorized disclosure." This also means 
to make known what was not known. There is also "unauthorized." It does not say authorized 

by the Director of Central Entelligen NCGe Authori_e means to give authority to or for, wx 
eMpowere 

There is also the requirement that there be protection to intelligence sources or 
methods. Protect: the keep in safety;guard. In the case of the transcripts this La impossible 
because there is nothing to guardy hothing to keep in safety. Bxcept Nosenko, anc they 

heve opted net to Jo that tor political reasons. 

Tn the Nosenko case they ere rarticularly vulnerable because their offenses is obvious. 

They make him available to those who willwrite as they want written and he is satisfied, 

having letter choice-= and not daring to do what they do not want or not daring to refuse 

what they do went if he has qualms ~ and they clain the right to withbold information 

about him that by definition is limited to what he could have known about Oswald. 

Gan propaganda be the meaning of “aut orized"of of elimonating danger to “intolli- 
gence sources and methods?" 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMAN?. 

in arguing that FOIA"permits discretionary realease" and that discretion was used to 

release those transcripts that have been released they make a joke of their claim to (3), 

which says no discretion. It they can use discretion with any transcript for which they 

have clained national-security exemption, ani they have, and the other claims, which they 

have, then they fail to meet the (3) test. 
But t is is what they argue at the top of 10, that it was right tor the judge to cite (3) 

to withhold. 

Here in varaggaph two they arfégue that the guidelines, which preceed FOTA, supercede 

FOIA. The guidelinsa gannot be used to withhold publie information. 

ARGUMENY = I May 19uand (5)- again thoy dy-pags the actuality but using the term "private 

lives." The>e was nothing private about the public acts of the two men. it was their 

political beliefs and their acts to forward their political beliefs, which are also in 

accord with the law of the land, that they were opposed over. Ly Ford, who was also opposed 

to the enjoyaent of Constitutional rights fvow the efforts he made, the mehts of these 

men and of those whose rights they ak sought to protect. 

But this is not what the judge held. 4s held to disclose would imninge upon tho 

deliberative process. Tjis is impossible from the release of the deliberate process with 

regard to Warren Olney and others. They can's say they can use discretion with one and 

that an identical case is imaune. Besides, we must argue the Ford end, that they are 

protecting him from his alliance with packshty not the men and not the process. Jesides, 

the identical issue could have been raised with all these released. ae wad not. If release 

impinges upog the deliberative process, Sey cannot say that when they want to withhold 

it does and when they do not want to withhold it does not. if it applies to one it apvlies 

to all. Every one of the transcripts telates to "the conduct of the Warren Commission's 

business." 
The second paragroah of vage 12 is wild. Because they have always claimed some 

exenption you ghould have been prepared for the judge's using of one they did not claim. 
The next paragraph Goes not argue what it pretends to argue and does not cite authority 

for what it really says in answer to your waiver arguzent, that there is an authority for A 

release or none rea&ease of “internal memorandun," which this is not in any event. I do “\ iy



      

see any quotation from the-cited decisions that says you can amdxaax withhold what you 
have already released, pages of a continuing deliberative processes 

Gn their "goléfish bowl" argument on page 13, is this addressed by the AG's determina- 
tion of the x assassination as cn "historical" case? 

Was it a "policy" decision that was before the Commission? I think not. It was a 
factual matter, not one of policy: to decide whether or not the employees were fit for 
theiy employment or rendered unfix by their political belie?s..The law precludes any 
"policy" decision based on political belief. 

They keep referring to this as a "memorandum" to be able o cite caseStet they have 
not s hown it to be a memorandum. Definition, Seribnecs—Mantam 

“Plemeranidtar 1 note to assist one to remember sreminders? informal written message 
sent between nx@ple or departments of the same company or axmmex organizations... 5 lay, 
informal document stating the terms of a contract or transaction." 

A transcript cannot possible be covered by the exemption. 
Therefore alleitatious are irrelevant. But that they now quote Biack.is wilds"It 

is clear that if investigatory files were made public subsequent to the tegiination of 
enforcement proceedings, the ability of any investigatory body to conduct future ine 
vestigations would be seriously impaired." 

This is argued by the people who gave us about 100,000 pages of such investigatory 
files as their elected substitute for complying «ith TOLA requests that in my case are 
80 nayrou they call. for only a single plece of papers 

t thoy clain"2he analogy between closed investigatory files and defunct deliberative 
vodies “(aied is sound," If this is true then they heve to release every WC paper. Horeover, 
when they do not say the trenseri pts 3 of the executive sagsions of the "funct deli.bera= 
tive bodj y]" bus refer to it in the iaclusivo sense, they are arguing ageinst wha % they 
have done, to release virtuully all of that Commission s records. 

IIp (b)(3) and 50 U.S.C. S. 403 (d)(5): I've already addvessed the dictionary reaning 
of the key words, those they avpid @» misrepresent. Other definitions: 

Protect:"th keep in safety; guard." Gn 18, reveals" todisclosesdivulgs;uqveil." 

Zu 1. thoy ¢laim 403{¢)(3) is a vajid exemption aad vast it is ia this case uandatory. 
On 17 they guote Paiilivpi, regardlass of how it was procused and then reversed, which I 
think yor should use vocause bney aro dotag precisely that In this case, misrearesenting 

to and misleading the courtee “ered ver, in Phillippi, afters e121 they went through, they 

decided to disclose, whieh mads a mockaty of all other pretenses. They also t ld ali the 

newspapers, Colby personally, nas is hardly not lettiag a woud oute But the key words 

again relat to "load to uantjorized diselecure.” Meaning the content has to be secrete 

There is no such 8 owing in this case that I can r2tall, no allegaticn that the contents 

of the tranccripts is unknown. with copies aissing and no effort to even loeate then? v— 

(nm 18 they are vulnerable in claimine that protection af sources ani methods is 

mandatory. They thus cannot fail on some occasions and persist under FOIA. Here you will 

perhaps fina the selections from Snepp that + have given you to be iliustrative. Thore 

is no source more precious than an inside informant. They abanconed go many in Vietnam! 

They did not even destroy the files that identified then and whet trey had reported. 

They get aarried avay in the fifth line, forgetting the fourth. 
Whe fifth states that 403(a)(3) "is not discretionery." Then why use ths word of the 

statute and line 4,"unauthorized?" 
Middle paget##..othe stutute specifies the tyoe of material to be withheld, namely 

waterial which would reveal intelligence sources: and methods." “yein I emphasige that the 

source must be an unknown source to be protected and the method must be unknown also. But 

their own language is that there must be something to "reveal." They have not, to the best 

of my recolisction, even pretended that there is something tnat is not kmown in any ox 

these trabscripts. I believe that tis is the basic test, the meaning of the word 

"disclose" and or including it in the Act - to keep them from suppressing the non-secret.



      

There also is another big difference between this case and Phillippi : there is nothing 
secret about the method of informers and there is nothing secret about the method of using 
defectors.alf the names are known, there is no source to "protect." And when they provide 
Nosenko - for propaganda = does more have to be said on this besides that? 

I believe their affidavits are conclusory and do not address these specifies, In 
their cm quotation they do vot mest this test $19). 

I do not know what was thtaze said in detail but "The matters discussed concerned 
tactical proposals for the utilization of sensitive diplomatic techniques designed to 
obtain information from a foreign government{ relating to the Commission's investigation 
coo Big deal. It is know with respect to Cuba and Russia and has been public for years. 
What here is missing is a first-person affidavit that whatever is meant by this spook 
over-writing is unknown. . 

llorcover, it should include the same kind of first-person attesting that the informa- 
tion was not included in the releases that began with t:ose of the CIA . 

I'a sure if is not secret on either count. 
“ere note that when I wrote to ask the defendant if in fact the names of the detectors 

he had told me he had to withhold had since been release (by the CIA and/or the FBI) I 
received no response. 

The evaluating, which follows, was a CIA preject and I'm sure is in its releases. 
Again this suggest spook lingo to hide souething else that is not immune. We here 

need the same kind of affidavit-that it is secret info. 
The same is true of aurmentation, includins by the CIA, and this is discussed in 

later transcripts that were released lonz ago. 

That they did not trust the fullness of information from the USSR has been well- 

publicized so there is no basis for fearing to "offend" it. If they had this fear they'd 
not be seying what they say about the USSR, even sending its spies how, which does give 
"offense," 

But this is the vary kind of meaningless and conclusory affidavit that reoures the 

taking of testimony to protect the courts against fraudulent misrepresentations, against 
affidavits by those without the requisite knowledge for executing them, in fact to £/4/ 
protect the Act from those with long careers of seeking to negate it. 

They follow this with the absolutely ridiculous, that Nonseko is subject to being 
"compromised." They seek to carry this farthur by not mentioning his name to deceive 

the courts into believing it is unknown. But what I have copies and will give you with 

this from AGB really liuns the deliberate lie in this affidavit, which was executed long 

after the book was written: "and that any disclosure as to his whereabouts could endanger 

him." Here quote from the book. 
xv ti of the nost important former KGB verscnnel now in the vest came to us on 

their own initiative. One was Yuri Nosenko...testified in secret before the Warren Yom-— 

mission.(then) declined to grant any press interviews...But in May 1980 Nosenko walked 

unennonneesd Into our Washineton offices,..and offered his assistance...we were able to 

interview Nosenko extensively on numerous occasions.! 

Similar story there about Vladimir Nokolaevich Sakharov 

So extensive was this that on the presceding page they say"There were two primary 

sources of original data about the KGB: (1) former Soviet citizens who had been KGB 

officers or agents;(20 security services..." or the CiA and FBI, 

Now get this, xivs"The Central Intelligence Agency eventually filfilled most of our 
request, for addresses through which we were able to write former KGB personnel and negotiate 

our own arrangements for interviews." And they were aided by two retired from CIA, 

William King Harvey and Peer de “ilva. 
So we have a book largely from those the CIA claims it has to protect, no discretion, 

and it tells commercial interets how tc find all these defectors it has provided with new 
identities-ana then makes these representations in court. 

Part of what Nosenko told the Warren Vommission is on page 452. What is omitted, not 

any longer secret, is that Sosenko said the Russians regarded Oswald as "an Ame-ican , 
sleeper agent," ar a CIA one. Ahd this, not secret, is whe of the matters the CIA wants 
to hide in the form of an official record of it.



    

As the book KGB makes clear, nothing new about t e death sentence in ebsentia and 
that did not keep Nosenko from regular contact with “arran or with recent contact with 

Espsteink. And the DJ calls this "an even more deteile explanation." (19) 

There is no limit to the ridvloveness of their claims about Nozenko or in affidavits. 

“11 Nosenko testificd to relates to the Russian files on Oswald. Nothing else was 

pertinent. That was aluost 15 yeers agoe Now the government cleins that bysmzanusesx2xg 

thzxzivaunzrxpex "the actual transcript wpuld assist the Soviet nion in assessing the 

extent of the information provided and in taking measures to neutralize its value." 

About the few pages on the JFK assassination? After all this tine? How neutralize 

any Mulue when there is no official interest? 

This is a reference to all that Nosenko ever said and it not relevant in this case. 

However, even that is fraudulent misrepresentation from the prior quote of Sarron. The 

CIA did not even suporvise Nosenko's many interviews, so there was no gk 

interest-where it could have counted ~ f/f in restrainiag Nosenko in any waye 
I think that inpointin, out the need te be able to question people who swear to such 

allegetions you alse should point ou that the lawyers who make such representations, if 

they are not truthful, ought to be brought to book. 

Incredible is what fol.iows, that Nosenko's cooperation was “with the ‘clear undor- 
standing( that any inforuation he provided would be properly safeguarded." So the FEI and 

the same defendant make about 50 pages of FBI interviw with him freely cuvailable. (Went to 

attache it? 4¢ wasn't even classified to begin with, except for a short thing temporarily 

classified at the lowest level.) 
With this and what follows I leave to you the proper rédicule of their claim that 

it is "detailed analysis" and that it neete “tS Vauchn v Rosen test’ 
itm ignoring the stricly legal argument on whether b3 requires b1. If you want me to 

go over it, tell me. 

23, where they argue against the dsz neversclassified ones nudge them about Ford leaking 

one to the FBI that we kmow of and now the FBI has let that out in the 1/18 releases. 
Their thinking here is convoluted, especially when they are arguing about illegal 

classification by a clerk in a court reporting firm for purposes other than those of the 

executive orders. his in itself makes the date of 405 irrelevant 

And how they stretch it to foreign governnents and their trust in CIA! 

There is no other pamx power the DCi has to protect records not in his possession 

from disclosure other than by classifiaation, regardless of what they pretend. Sspecially 

records ULA did not generate. 

But compare this with Sneop and show how absurd if not worse their pretense ise 
Or parading all the defectors around for those who write what CIA likes, regardless 

of all the book says aoous forcign governments. 
Wanna ridicule him about the "Top Secret" one they losteand did nothing about finding? 

Discovery and in camera inspection. 

25. Unexpbred questions of material fact: how about trustfulness and competence of those 

who provided government affidavitd as one? 

And how can any of this be out of the context of the judge's promise to us of a hearing, 

with his witness room filled? - 
This reminds me: there is the doctrine of No, 75-2021, that in such his orical cases 

there should be first-berson testimony. There is none in this case and the sworn allegations 

are preposterous. Nosenko and Barron should make a powerful point on this. (I'm reminded 

at 26) 
The voint on florence, of course, wa to determine if the material could be classiéed 

at all. And he has the necessary expertise and clearances. (Reminded at 28) 

He misrepresents on the national security question in the footnote on 25. They lost 

on national security and the transeript shows there was no basis for classification. They 

prevailed by a bad-faith representation of investigatory files and then gave me the 

transcript rather than permit that to be tested on apseal. Outrageous bastards, these! 

Their argument §29-30) on in camera inspection when they are the firs to have asked ité



      

They keep calling Florence our expert and say we would by him learn the contents of 

what they withheld. (Like with Ford and 1/27?) The fact is he was a stranger to us. We 
asked him %o act as an expert because he wes a government expert until he retired, was 

the author of the EO as I recall. Pretty nasty misrepresentation. lixaggerated by their 

of quotes around “exzert." Te was ule in that recogniged role for tha Congress when we 

askechin. 
37 The reference to the Rankin affidavit is false or he falsified with reg.rd te these 

transcripts. There is no question but what they were stamped with classification prior 
to delivery to the Commission. This scourdrel lies, Or she does. 

use 

i 

You can t gox into everyt ing but I do believe that given whet Gesell did in Phillippi 

it would be forth the tive to note all the false representations to this courte and to 

“obinson. 
Hastily,
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' | “How the KGB functions, how it uses its unchallenged, 
|| arbitrary power is the subject of Mr. Barron's book, He 

a has produced a remarkable work... It is based on 
‘| evidence supplied by several non-Communist security, 

| Services and ‘all post-war KGB defectors except two.’ It 
|: 8 authenticated by Mr. Robert Conquest, one of the 
: Greatest authorltles on Russian affalrs. | have no doubt 

that it is as accurate a general study of the KGB's secret 
activities as wo are IIkely to get.” 

: e~Hugh Trevor-Roper, 
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“The breaching of national security of the Western world nations and how the Russians did it has now been told because of some remarkable investigative reporting that Is the backbone of this extremely credible book. KGB is a devastating, detailed work,” 
—San Francisco Examiner 

  

“Impressively detailed and eminently readable.” 
: —Boston Horald Advartisar 

“The book shows that reality out-Bonds James Bond. It is an exciting account of the activities of an organization that every American should know about and be wary of. Hard as it might be for the ordinary citizen to believe the accounts of KGB operations presented here, | can testify from personal knowledge as to the truth of some of them.” 
—Paul S. Underwood, former 

East European correspondent 
of Tha New York Times ‘ 

           

       
     

    
   

   
    

      



     

48 a Consequence of 
could not rely upon proffered by any one KGB ollicer or security of independent Corroboration 

€, to acquire and to gain a balanced, mul- 
the assistance 

   
   

: 
doe tx 

“The Central Intelligence. Agency eventually fulfilled’. 
“| MOst of ‘our Tequests for addresses through which, we : 

‘2, were able ‘to write former KGB personnel-‘and negotiate 
our own’ arrangements: for interyi 

  

Wedd 
é time of our ‘research Was, chief of the counterintelligence department of the U.S, '\Defense Intelligence Agency, Buve us technical Buidance and confirmed numerous facts. He addition- ally read, Criticized, and Corrected Chapter X:' : -: However, by far the majority of our data has ema- nated from private individuals occupying no Official po» sition or from Sources outside the United States, Not all of the foreign S€curity services approached were will- ing or, able to help. But most of them contributed. in } 

ble % 

  

and Peer de Silva, tds 
who at the 

  

  

Oo AUTHOR'S PRegacy some measure, and the Contributions of een immense, 
€ believe we have interviewed or had access to re- 

Ports from all Postwar KGB defectors except two, Fear. 
ul of Provoking retaliation against relatives in the So- 

viet Union, Several have insisted upon anonymity, publicly are identified in Two of the most important former now in the West came to us of their Own initiative, One 
Was Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko, a KGB major who es- 

~~ caped to-the United States through Switzerland in 1964, 
Although Nosenko testified in secret before the Warren 
Commission investigating the Assassination of President subsequently declined to grant any press nd his Considerable revelations have Tre- 
mained unknown Outside the Western intelligence com- 
munity, But in May 1970 Nosenko walked unan- 
“nounced into our Washington Oflices, stated he had read 

Of our Project in the Reader's Digest, and Offered his 
assistance, (Later J was told that the K 

several have 
1 

KGB personnel 

GB long has 
hunted Nosenko with the intention of killing him, By 

’ coming unguarded to our Offices, less than four blocks 
om 

€ created consternation 
is Safety, 

40 unsolicited Jet. evich Sakharov, who identi- as a former Soviet diplomat and KGB 
agent. He suggested that he Possessed information of 
Possible interest. His: sto ich i 

sonnel. In th 
source of given information, Chapter Notes that explain the chapter is Written, 

f the outset of ou enough to engage the gs 

We so indicate jn the basis upon Which each 
f research, we Were fortunate ervices of Katharine Clark, who   1 ' t | 
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matic community in Moscow un ‘tine siege. Western sécurity s ‘aver the years the KGB penetrated every major emba: 
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; | Many details of embassy burglaries were provided by B Major Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko after he fled to the United States through Switzerland in 1964. According : to 'Nosenko, each raid required prior approval from _ the, Party Secretary; that is, each had to be Personally » authorized by Stalin or Khrushchey. Some entries were - accomplished with Telative ease through the. assistance of embassy staff embers recruited by the KGB. Others . Were difficult, tisky operations usually planned Over a Period of months, with the precision of & military in- vasion. Nosenko cites e { 
Penetration of the Swedish embassy as an example of tl | of operation.       
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em from electronic Sweeps periodically made. by ‘US, security officers, American diplomats, of course, Were instructed to be guarded in their talk because of the Possibility of undetected listening devices 

    

    
        
    

    

        

   

   

    

   

  

   Writers’ Union from 
ksandrovich Fadeyey, Was a notorious collaborator who consigned at least six hundred intelle tration camps, After Khrushchev confirmed Stalin’s mass murder and ensla’ i 

appeared in Moscow, Haun ted by the reincarnation of men he had doomed, Fad eyev shot himself in 1956, He stated in his suicide note that he no longer could bear life in the Soviet Union. In September 1972 the Central Committee announced the appointment of Aleksei V. Romanoy as editor of Soviet Culture, the Party publication that tells intellectuals what they are Supposed to think, Romanov js the informant who caused the imprisonment of the author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, back in 1945, Other methods by which 

    

   

     

        

   

      

 



  

   
84 KGB 

at the moment, to the cause.” Such men naturally con- 
sidered it better to steal than to buy from another 
country; better to seek control of a mun than to seek 
his cooperation; better to compromise an ambassador 
than to compromise with his government. 

Perhaps it would be unfair to impute this exact same 
mental set to the contemporary Soviet leadership, 
Nevertheless, the present leaders remain steeped in 
clandestine ways and addicted to dependency upon the 
KGB. And as the ensuing chapter demonstrates, the 
dynamics of Soviet society are such that it will not be 
easy: for them or future Soviet leaders to free them- 
selves of this dependency, whatever they might them=*. 
selves desire. al o iT 
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Copies of an urgent cable from the KGB Resident in 
New York, Boris Ivanoy, were rushed to Politburo 
members carly on the morning of October 30, 1963, 
Ivanov reported that during the night the FBL had 
captured three KGB officers in the company of an 
American engineer, John W. Butenko. ‘Two’ oflicers 
who enjoyed diplomatic immunity because of assign- 
ments to the United Nations were released. But the 
third, Igor Aleksandrovich Ivanov, whose cover as an 
Amtorg trading corporation chauffeur provided no im- 
munity, had been jailed along with Butenko. The cable 
emphasized that the FBI had confiscated enough evi- 
dence in the form of stolen secret documents and elec- 

4 (onic and photographic equipment, to imprison Igor 
» for a long time. 

At mid-morning General Oleg Mikhailovich Gri- 
isbunov, head of the Second Chief Directorate of the 
KGB, summoned Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko, deputy di- 
reclor of the department responsible for operations 

; gainst American tourists in the Soviet Union. Ele ex~ 
plained the crisis and announced that the KGB had 

stesolved to capture an American hostage to force an 
eiange for Lvanoy. “What tourists have you got?” he 

y usked, 
we the end of the season,” Nosenko replied with a 
rug. 
“There must be somebody,” Gribanov insisted. 
“Well, there is Professor Barghoorn.” 
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. Who is he?” Gribanov asked eagerly, 
Typically, the KGB knew all about the American 

visitor, and Nosenko recounted his past in detail. A 
political scientist at Yale University, Frederick C, 
Barghoorn had served at the U.S, embassy in Moscow 
during World War LL and subsequently with the State 
Department in Germany, The KGB believed that while 
in Germany he had talked with Soviet defectors and 
that some of his postwar visits to the Soviet Union were 
financed by American foundations. 

Gribanoy beamed. “It’s clear, He’s a spy.” 
Nosonko replied that his department hud seeutnized 

Barghoorn's every actlon during each of hie vlally and 
witlstled Ttvelf that ho wax not a spy, He polnted out 
that just a few days before, In Tbilisi (Tillis), the KGB 
had drugged Barghoorn’s coffee and made him so vio- 
lently ill that he required hospitalization. Its purpose 
in incapacitating him was to search his clothes and 
notes, yet nothing incriminating was found. “He is in- 
terested in our country; that’s his field, He has written 
thr¢e books about the vaviet Union,” Nosenko said, 
“But he tk no spy," | 

Then make hina mr Cirlhanoy commanded, 
"Mat lottown the KEW Dishtoenaton Bepartynent 

qi wh Foie Uaetienai vovteypllay vail 
u ald about Soviet ult defenses, und he drafted an oper 
tional plan, Because Khrushchev was away from Mos- 

: cow, KGB Chairman Vladimir Yefimovich Semichastny 
on the morning of October 31 telephoned Leonid 
Brezhnev, who agreed lwith the “principle of rec- 
iprocity” and casually approved the KGB plan on be- 
half of the Politburo. “We have the g0,” Gribanoy told 

- Nosenko shortly afterward. 

_ Moscow, and he stopped at the apartment of American » 

‘The evening of October 31 was Barghoorn’s last in 

_ chargé d'affaires Walter Stoessel for a farewell drink, 
Stoessel sent the professor back to the Metropole Hotel 

_ in Ambassador Foy D, Kohler’s official car. As Barg- 
-hoarn stepped toward the hotel entrance, a young 
Rugsian hurried over and tried to hand him some docu- 

‘ments. As soon as Barghoorn touched them, KGB 
agents seized him from behind and carted him off to a 
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SWORD AND SHIELD 

militia station, He was then transferred to Lubyanka 
Prison, where he was locked up alone in a cell with a 
copy of Theodore Dreiser’s An American Tragedy. 

Ambassador Kohler’s Soviet chauffeur, a KGB agent, 
did not advise the U.S. embassy of what had happened, 
and the Americans In Moscow assumed that Barghoorn 
had departed on November 1 as planned. They did not 
learn of his arrest on espionage charges until the KGB. 
began to transmit the signal: Barghoorn for Ivanov. - 

President Kennedy asked each division of American 
intelligence whether Barghoorn was in fact involved in 
any kind of espionage mission, Assured that Barghoorn 
wis Nol, Kennedy at a press confyrenco on Novanbor 
(4 denounced the Sovlot uctlon and demanded Dury 
hoorn’s immediate release, Stunned by the tneignant 
personal intetyention of the President, the Kremlin was 
mortified. Amid alarms and consternation, Khrushchev. 
flew back to Moscow. In his eyes, the crime was ‘not 
the abduction and framing of an American professor, 
it was that the American appeared to be a friend of 
Kennedy's. Which Idiot, he demanded to know, tu 
thorized this mad venture? Meckly, Semichastny and 
Cribanoy poluted to Brezhnev, who exclalmeds “Oh, 

hol They didn't tell me he waa a friend of Kennedy's, 
[allel tal apne fun i hi" } oe 

th Neel {6 duplel Vorelun Mlnluler Andel A: 
Gromyko, acting upon Khrushchev’s orders, Informed 
the United States that despite all Professor Barghoorn, 
had done, he was being released. Ios _ 

That the leaders of a great nation should take time 
ftomaffairs of state to concern themselves with squalid 
details of kidnapping and blackmail may seem incon- 
gruous. Nonetheless, the intimate, personal involvement 
of Soviet rulers in the operations of the KGB is’ com- 
monplace. Moreover, it is the natural outgrowth of a 
spirit that has suffused the Soviet leadership from Lenin 
to Brezhnev—the spirit of the Cheka.* 

Since the days of the Cheka, the secret political 

*"Cheka” is formed from the organization’s Russian title, which 
translates as the All-Russian Extraordinary Commission for Com- 
bating Counter-Revolution, Speculation, and - Sabotage. In Ruse 
sian, the word “cheka,” fittingly enough, means “linchpin, : 

| 
| 
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- of such KGB provocations and entrapments. In 1969 

: ‘Americans visiting Russia. Sex offers a particularly 

"fertile field—especially perverted sexuality. Suddenly 5 

. ‘the American is confronted with unpleasant and em- 

_ {against American scholars constitute a serious impedi- 

- |ment to normal cultural relations. 

: | and civilian informants drawn from all strata of society, 

This machinery grinds on inexorably and often minds 

164 KGB 

+ Implausible as these tragicomedies seem, they are 

nevertheless fairly representative of operations the 

KGB routinely mounts against selected foreigners in 

the Soviet Union, Embarrassment often inhibits the & 
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victims from protesting publicly, but many do report % 

privately to their own governments. The files of West- 

ern security services: proliferate with personal accounts 

the British government published an explicit warning _ 

of the hazards awaiting visitors to communist countries, 

particularly businessmen. ‘The FBI states: “The Soviets 

never hesitate to employ blackmail, especially against 

barrassing photographs, either legitimate or forged,” 

Professor Robert F. Byrnes of Indiana University, who 

Jong helped direct academic exchanges with the Soviet 

‘Union, complained in 1970 that KGB depredations 

| Yet they continue year in and year out, because the 

‘KGB ranks the control and exploitation of foreigners 

i within the Soviet Union second in importance only to 

| the. suppression of the Soviet people themselves. To 

i subvert foreigners, the KGB has constructed, in its 

Second Chief Directorate, ponderous bureaucratic mi-: 

| chinery manned by at least 25,000 staff officers, agents, : 

| Jessly, largely through inertia. Several officers and 
' agents, such as Major Yuri Nosenko, who helped run it, 

| have escaped to the’ West, and from their firsthand re 

| ports its inner workings can be diagrammed. rather? 
| precisely. : 
| ‘The gears automatically begin to turn in Moscow 

whenever someone! upplics for a visa to enter tho 

Soviet Union. The | visa application, possibly accom 

panied by a report! from the KGB Residency in thes 

country where it was submitted, is ordinarily referred | 

to an evaluating officer in the 7th (Tourist) Depart 

ment of the Second Chief Directorate. He requests 
{ . | ‘ . © 

| 
| 
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from the computerized records of the 8th u c Department 
rT os KGB archives, and the opemulenal. archives 
KG e ‘oreign Directorate all information that the 
KGB possesses about the applicant. ‘This may include 

intelligence gathered over the years by KGB agents as 
well as data from open sources. ‘The evaluating officer 

terested in employees of public utilities and transit SyS= 
‘ tems because of their access to sabolage targets, 'The 

Scientific and Technical Di i ni 1 irectorate is briefed ab 
proposed visits by scientists, and the Industrial Security 

ee about those by businessmen. The Disin- 
a epartment may be informe journé ew eee y ormed about journal- 

After consultations among various Departments and 
evaluation of what ig: known abo i ; eval n of whi ut the foreigner, the 

, KGB decides whether to grant the visa. If it is issued, 
the KGB tentatively decides whether it will try to 
mallee, influence, recruit, or merely watch him. ‘This 

‘decision is based upon estimates of whether the visitor 
is a spy, his potential value as a controlled Sovi yh ovie 
of unwitting purveyor of disinformation, and his ule 
nerability to recruitment. Other factors, such as age 
health, and current needs of the KGB, also may be 
considered. Jf the visitor is deemed likely to return to 

the Soviet Union, the KGB may content itself with 
uthering intelligence or compromising evidence ; 

him for future use. The official British warning se ou 
hessmen states: “Alternatively, the ‘evidence’ may be 
stored away for use at a later date, perhaps when the 
circumstances have changed; for example, after the 
Visitor has married. . . . There are many cases on 
Tecord where people have been compromised and Jett 
; think that their troubles weré over, only to find 
lomsolves some years later subject to a threatening ap« 
je Even the season of the year can ‘be a factor 

wing the cold months when foreigners ‘are in rela- 
tively short supply, the KGB may hungrily pounce on 
People of doubtful utility or none at all, simply to ful- 

Sb aes 

  

: then notifies other KGB departments likely to have a’ 
pee interest in the foreigner because of his occupa- _ Hon or background. Department V, for example, is in- 

      

   

        

   

  

   

   

  

         
         

          
      
          
      

    

  

   

  

   

    
   
   

  

          
       

   
            
     
            

        

    

       
   

      
    

             

  

          

   

      





iPod KGB. 
of cases, shot. The annual mortality rate in the mines 
was 30 percent, and Conquest concludes that between 
1937; and 1941 alone, at least a million Dalstroy pris« 
oners perished. { 

The prisoners in the Dalstroy camps at Magadan 
were honored in 1944 by the extraordinary visit of 
two eminent Americans, Henry A. Wallace, Vice Presi-« 
dent of the United States, and Professor Owen Latti- 
more, representing the Office of War Information. 
Dalstroy, as a good host, made special preparations to . 
receive them. In a single night NKVD personnel dis- 
mantled the camp watchtowers around Magadan. From 
private stocks, they hastily gathered Russian goods to - 
fill the shelves of stores serving NKVD and civillan 
supervisors in the town. The emaciated women pris- - 
oners who toiled as swineherds at the nearby farm 
were replaced by the most presentable NKVD wom- 
en available, Strong, healthy, happy-looking young ° 
men showed up in the mines to relieve the gaunt pris- 
oners. During the three days the Americans visited, 3 
the camps,’ all prisoners were kept out of sight under 
guard and, for the first and last time, shown motion 
pictures so they would create no disturbance. 

Both Lattimore and Wallace subsequently publishe 
reports of their tour of the, Magadan area. Lattimore,. 
writing in the December 1944 issue of National Geo 
graphic (“New Road to Asia,” pp. 641-76), stated 
“There has probably never been a more orderly phase ¥j 
of pioneering than the opening up of Russia’s. F 
North under the Soviet. + | wa 

“Magadan is also part of the domain of a remark=’ 
able concern, the Dalstroi (Far Northern Construction: 
Company) [sic] which can, be roughly compared to. 
a combination Hudson's Bay Company. and . TVA 

[italics| supplied]. It constructs and operates . ports,’ 
roads 'and railroads, and operates gold mines and. 
municipalities, including, at Magadan, ,a first-class 
orchestra and a good light-opera company. ! 

‘“, .). As one American! remarked, high-grade en 
tertainment just naturally seems to go with gold, and 
so does high-powered executive ability.” ve 

SUPP HLA Pet oe 
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Referring to NKVD Lieutenant General Ivan Fedoro- 
vich Nikishov, who was in charge of the slave-labor 
complex, Lattimore wrote: “Mc. Nikishoy, the head of 
Dalstroi, had just been decorated with the Order of 
Hero of the Soviet Union for his extraordinary achieve~ 
ments, Both he and his wife have a trained and sensi-~ 
live interest in art and music and also a deep sense of 
civic responsibility, . . . It was interesting to find, in 

4%, stead of the sin, gin and brawling of an old-time gold 
. Tush, extensive greenhouses growing tomatoes, cucun- 

bers and even melons, to make sure that the hardy 
miners got enough vitamins!” i 

Wallace in his book Soviet Asia Mission wrote: 
© “The Kolyma goldminers are big, husky young men 

. Who came out to the Far East from European Rus- 
' sla... . The miners asked me to take back a message 

of solidarity to the people of the United States, Their 
trade union leader, N. I, Adagin, sent his best regards 
© Sidney Hillman and Philip Murray [italics sup- 
plied]... . It can therefore be said that in the north 
of Siberia today the Russians have a development of 
urban Jife comparable in general to that of our North- 
Western states and Alaska, . , , Compared to mine la- 
borers in old Russia, the men in overalls on the Koly- 
ma had many more rubles to spend, ... The spirit 

} and meaning of life in Siberia today is certainly not to 
‘be compared to that of the old exile days... .” \ 

Yuri Nosenko states that while he was helping direct 
E operations against Americans in Moscow, the Central 

Committee expressly ordered the KGB to intensify ef- 
forts to influence the opinions -of visiting foreigners. 
‘Today performance of this mission is greatly facilitated 
by the basic controls that allow the KGB invisibly to 
restrict’ the lodging, travel, and contacts of visitors, 
Simply by ensuring that the foreigner talks to the right 
‘oflicials, by determining what he may and may not 
see, the KGB can shape his impressions without mount- 
ing a complicated operation, -Respectable foreigners 
who come away from the controlled Sovict society with 
erroneous impressions, whether fostered directly by the 
KGB or not, sometimes affect attitudes in their own 
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& mysterious celebrity, But there is nothing mysterious. 
about his work, His job demonstrably is to sow cone 
fusion, plant lies, peddle fraudulent or stolen manus. 
scripts, and smear the reputations of dissenting Soviet 
intellectuals such as Solzhenitsyn, 

While in his late teens, Louis worked as a messenge 
and petty political police informer at the New Zealan 

“y embassy in Moscow and later 

‘ before disappearing into’ a concentration camp. Loul 
has claimed that he was arrested because of his associae 
tion with forcigners and charged with black marketeer 
ing. Peter Worthington, a leading Canadian journalist 3 
specializing in Soviet affairs, reports that in:fact he was ce 
arrested as a common black marketeer. In camp Loui 
bought preferred treatment by betraying his .fellow:2% 

. prisoners, The late author Arkadi Belinkov knew hin 
in the summer of 1954 at the Ninth Spassky Depart 
ment Camp in Kazakhstan, Belinkov stated that Louig on 

Great Britain, Louis promptly sought out interned in« 
after they confided in him, found them- 

‘selves undergoing rigorous new interrogations. Tho 
° recognized him for what he was and 

beat him up, whereupon the authorities considerately 

tellectuals who, 

prisoners soon 

transferred him to another camp. 
Louis reappeared on the Moscow scene as a black : 

marketeer in 1956. Carrying his wares in a suitcase, he | 
circulated among the diplomatic community as ‘a dealer 
and fixer eager to ingratiate himself, Quite openly, he : 
sold ikons and exchanged currency, acts for! which 
other Soviet citizens have been shot. He also arranged 
supposedly furtive meetings between Westerners and 
avant-garde painters whose works ‘were banned from 
public exhibition, Some artists he enticed to such meet 

ings afterward were arrested on charges of illicit deal- 
ings with foreigners, according to the New York Times, 

These and numerous other proscribed activities, 
which could have continued only with official sanction, 

clearly suggested that Louis was a KGB agent, and 

  

    

  

   

at the Brazilian embassy,: 
Reportedly, he studied languages at Moscow Universit 
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tome Western publications have branded him as that or 
insinuated as much, However, uuthoritutive evidence 

froma witness who could testify out of personal knowl- 
edge about the relationship of Louis and the KGB was 
locking, Major Yuri Nosenko, in breaking the silence he 
maintained ever since his flight to the West in 1964, 
now has provided some, He explains that in the late 
950s Louis was employed by the local Moscow district 

of the KGB, rather than the Second Chief Directorate, 
which ordinarily conducts the major operations against 

‘foreigners. The Second Chief Directorate at the time 
declined to entrust Louis with significant assignments 
because his personal demeanor, as well as his record 
as a Judas in the camps, aroused the contempt of 

» some officers. More significantly, General Oleg Gri- 
banov distrusted him. 

> In 1960 Louis began overtures to a certain Ameri- 
¢an whom Nosenko’s agents already were trying to 
recruit. “Gribanov ordered the Moscow district to get 
him away from our operation and keep him away,” 
says Nosenko. “But you must understand that the local 
KGB got only the crumbs of operations, and to them 
Victor was a big thing. He could work against for- 

i; eigners very well, and they thought that through him 
they could get into important operations. They kept 
telling us, ‘This Victor, he is a very good agent; our 
best agent.’ They kept pushing him and promoting him.” 
Nosenko notes that since his own departure and the 

tetirement of Gribanov, Louis seems to have overcome 
the reservations, if not the aversion, of the Center. 
He has acquired expensive foreign cars, a luxurious 
Moscow apartment, and a country mansion !com- 
plete with swimming pool. Though he claims they are 
fruits of his entrepreneurship, they are actually KGB- 
supplied props necessary to the particular act he puts 
on for foreigners, At: his homes he treats Westerners 
to fine whisky and caviar and even more delicious 
intrigue, scheduling interviews with intellectuals and 
sometimes demonstrating his good will by cautioning 
his guests to be discreet. To make him more attrac- 
tive to foreigners, the KGB allows him on occasjon to 
feed them useful intelligence. He has warned Western 

    

    

   

  

    
   

    

   

        
    
   

    

   

  

      
   

  

     

    

          

   

    

    

    

    

   

     

   

   

  

    

   



now, and they reflected the scope of the KGB’s prep- 

arations. Feliks led Johnson two hundred yards into @ 

field off Highway D33 exactly 13.6 miles outside Paris, 

At the base of a tree he picked up a large rock, and us 

Johnson watched wonderingly, unscrewed it so that it 

formed two hollow parts. “In an cmergency, you will 

find a Canadian passport here with your photograph, 

personal credentials, money, instructions, a 1921 

American silver dollar,!; Feliks said. “Make your way 

to Brussels. With a copy of the London Times in yout 

left hand, come daily at 11 A.M, to the 100 block of 

Chaussée de Forét. Our representative will approach 

you with a 1921 American silver dollar and ask if you 

dropped it. You will then display your silver dollar and 

abide by his orders.” | 
: {How do you expect me to remember all that?” 

Johnson grumbled, ‘ ‘ 

We will practice until you'can,” Feliks calmly re- 

plied, “Now, loam begin the fessor apni vs +" 
folky alrowmed (hit the KOT exenpe plan woul 

vu (odtatleally go lite elfeet daatent Falincanty Hamed hte: 

ly ue any the curly enter an Hiunclayy altel 
that all wan well ‘No give the algal he hielo crap a 

Lueky Sirtke pak, with an X" penctled tnalde It, by a 

tylephone booth on his way hone, 
“Phe taal veleniaul wor Milday night, Doognber 14, 
pie fare wi drove Jahon ta the hend an the 

ly holed vnanel, Chon fete eennetory, yl Hw walle 

i [i ii Nyy yu wlll Tyo win(idy Ua ant Mh 
pallid. “Uuue tek 

At the courler goutor, Johnuon turned on t (ranslator 

radio and set his watch by the LI p.m. time signal 

sounded by the U.S, Armed Forces Radio network. In 

Paris, twenty-four miles away, Feliks did the same. 

Meanwhile, at the Soviet embassy in Paris, a team of 

KGB technicians, flown in from Moscow via Algeria, 

gathered in a small room on the third floor, They knew 

  

. that they would, have scarcely more than an hour to 

break the seal of the envelopes, photograph the con- 

tents, and reseal the envelopes in a manner that could 

not be detected. 
, Johnson took less than two minutes to open the three 
ot . 
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locks to the vault. Inside, he stuffed envelopes—some 
eleven by thirteen inches, others eight by clevena—iato 
the blue flight bag. Locking the vault and then the 
outer door of the center, he ran to his Citroén and 
drove off to mect Feliks. AU) went precisely as re- 
hearsed, At 3:15 a.m. Johnson recovered the enye~ 
lopes by the cemetery and replaced them in the vault, 
By the time he reached home Sunday morning, a miss 
of American cryptographic and military secrets—some 
so sensitive they were classified higher than top secret 
—were already en route to Moscow. 

The next Saturday night, December 22, Johnson 
aguin looted the vault without the least dillicully. This 
time he selected new envelopes that had arrived during, 
the preceding two or three days. About a third con- 
tained cryptographic materials, : 

The day after Christmas, Feliks greeted Johnson ju- 
bilantly: “On behalf of the Council of Ministers of the 
USSR, Chave bagn directed to congratulate you on 

the jront contrlbuton you hye made to poace, 1 an 

tall Clad cars caf Pies tugpst igh que soenl yoann mee Teele bingy 
thal Kwon teat hy Conmade Kiiruntehoy Itiwelf tn 
apprectation, you have bean awarded He rote of wafer 
ithe Red Army, folio haye been authorlzed to plve 

yout bonua of 42,000, Vnke a hollday mtd) yoo to 
Manta Crefo mid Hye tenp. 
Te auppomed rile af infor af cattrse reprremontort 

Hid Uintia tawreel Toeetenavestl Hla ulqaate Valuing tonne 

i david; Cauph FUN UAieds Pad Uletas fy fiefs 
wallaionny Les the ellect Uhl wit eaetledl innalistist lhl 
oatudy the matectils Johnaan purveyead. Yur Nosenka, 

who in 1963 was still stationed at the Center, states 

(hut the arrival of the first documents from the vault 
created such a sensation. that rumors of a momentous 

new penetration in France spread through the upper 

echelons of the KGB. According to what he was told, 

the documents were adjudged so important that imme- 

diately after translation, copies were rushed to I¢hru- 
‘ shchev and certain Politburo members. Nosenko also 

heard that some of the stolen data disclosed numbers 

and locations of American nuclear warheads stored in 

* Burope, , : : 
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   Clearly, the documents from the vault were extra it 
dinary, not only because of their content but also bé 
cause of their indisputable authenticity. Anyone study 
ing them might as well have been admitted to th 
highest councils of the United States and been allowe 
to take notes, Some of the ultrasecret papers outline 
major modifications or additions to the basic Ameri 
can strategic plan for the defense of Western Europa 
No one document, by itself, provided an overall blusc 
print of the plan, but collectively they laid it bare to thé’ 
KGB. The Soviet Union could now identify with cer 
tainty strengths to be countered and vulnerabilities that: 
could be exploited. Great and decisive battles hay 
been won with less intelligence than these first tw 
penetrations yielded. And this was only the beginning : 

Indeed, the initial yield was .so spectacular that the 
Soviet Union adopted further precautions to sateguard.if 
the operation, Nosenko says that.all subsequent entrie a 
into the vault required direct approval from the Polit 
buro, and that with the approach of each, an air of: 
tension and excitement pervaded the KGB comman 
This corresponds with instructions Johnson received in: 
January 1963 from Feliks, who advised that henceforth 
the vault wouJd be looted only at intervals of from 
four to six weeks, and that each entry would be sched. 
uled a minimum of fourteen days in advance. “W 
must bring people in specially from Moscow,” Felik: 
said. “The arrangements are very complicated.” of 

A team of technicians was required to process the 
documents Johnson removed, but the KGB dared not: 
station them permanently in Paris. It knew that French 
security would eventually recognize them as the spe- 
cialists they were, and realize that their presence sig 
nified a leakage of considerable importance. The KGB 
also knew the technicians probably would be detected 
if they shuttled in and out of Paris too often. Therefore: 
it chose to reduce the frequency of their journeys and %! 
to have them come to Paris individually and by various 
routes—via Germany, Algeria, Belgium, or Denmark. 

Additionally, the KGB recognized that although}? 
Johnson had twice taken documents from the vault: 
with ease, each penetration still entailed high risks, If 

Sanyono chanced to fad him: missing during the two 
stucial ten- to fifteen-minule absences from the center, 
there was no way he could explain himself. The Rus- 
luns did not bother to equip him with a cover story 
because they knew that any excuse would be futile. 

“Moreover, although Johnson, by virtue of his position, 
“bud become a priceless agent, the KGB had no admira~ 

ion fot him as a person. It knew that he was irresponsi- 
ble and that if he were ever subjected to serious inter- 

   

  

       
   

    

  

     
   

    

    

  

           

      

     

     
      

    

        

      
ieee. The night was cold and mist-laden when Johnson 
uemet Feliks at 3:15 A.M. in late February to retrieve 

"documents he had passed three hours before. As usual, 
hey quickly shook hands and silently exchanged the 

‘blue flight bags, Johnson hurriedly started to drive 
cas fwiy, but the engine of his old Citroén refused to turn 

    

       
   

     

   
tt 
foyer, “Let me try,” Feliks insisted. Neither of them 

secould make the weary car respond. Then they heard 
nother automobile braking to a stop behind them. 

Hoth Feliks and Johnson jumped out and froze before 
“the silhouette of a man approaching with a revolver. It 
jwas Viktor, who had been guarding the rendezvous 

#ftom a distance, For about twenty minutes—each sec- 
ond increasing the probability of disaster—they strug- 
yled in vain to start the Citroén. Finally, after Viktor 

in his car had pushed it nearly half a mile, the engine 

coughed and began to run. .The next week, on orders % 

rom the KGB, Johnson bought a used Mercedes with cD 

“Money from Moscow. ; : 
One Sunday in March, after one of Johnson’s forays... 

‘into the vault, he stepped out of his apartment in early 

fafternoon to buy bread. To his, astonishment, he saw | 

both Feliks and Viktor parked near the entrance to the ; 

building. When they spotted him, they drove off with- 

gut a nod of recognition or greeting. Johnson was puz- 

aed. His entry into the vault the night before had been 

accomplished smoothly. Then he realized that he had 

forgotten to leave the cigarette package by the tele- 

phone booth to signal that he was safe. : | 

“You cannot imagine what trouble your negligence 

Veaused,” Feliks said angrily at the Wednesday critique 
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